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World As Seen By Fed Coordinator Brailer:
50% of All Healthcare IT Projects Fail –

But Not Through Vendor Fault

Half of all health care IT projects fail, said
David Brailer, the Bush Administration’s National Coordina-
tor for Healthcare IT, in a teleconference last week.

Brailer, whose resume claims that as a vendor he
“implemented” a community health IT network that is not
running yet (Inside Healthcare Computing, 06/28/04), said
the supply side of healthcare information technology (the
vendor) is functioning pretty well, but the demand (provider)
side of the equation is broken.

50% of healthcare IT projects fail, he claimed.
Providers may benefit from government help with system
selection, price negotiation, and implementation, he said.

Do 50% Of Health Care IT Projects Really Fail?
That figure seems ‘way high to us, but maybe you and Dr.
Brailer, know something we don’t.  Please take in this
lightning-fast survey – we’ll report the results to you:

http://www.insidehealth.com/survey0712.html

Bush Aides Foresee Grants, Not New HIT Legislation;
 IT Plan Set For Airing Next Week in Washington

  The first installment of the government’s healthcare
information technology strategic plan will be unveiled at a
July 21-23 meeting in Washington, D.C.  HHS Secretary
Tommy Thompson promises several “key announcements”
at the meeting.  To register, go to http://www.hsrnet/nhii/
Registration for the full event costs $500.  Single-day
registrations are less.

We’ve picked up some of the federal government’s
plans for health care IT.  See the details on page 4.

So easy to implement,  “It was almost scary”
Imprivata Offers Interface-Free Single Sign-On

In his dozen years implementing healthcare informa-
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tion technology systems, Laughlin Memorial
CIO Burt Ridge has never had it easier than
when he took on the traditionally difficult task
of installing single sign-on technology.  Train-
ing took just a couple of hours. “It was
almost scary,” he said.

Laughlin, 144 beds, Greenville, Tenn.,
needed single-sign on for all the usual rea-
sons: Expected to remember up to five
passwords apiece, MDs were constantly
forgetting them, and hospital policy required
users to show up at the IT department in
person to get new ones.  Laughlin uses
systems from Meditech, Cerner, and several
other vendors.

  For a while he pinned his hopes on a
product under development by Meditech, but
Meditech’s single sign-on product works only
with Meditech products, he said.

He searched for two years, rejecting
at least a dozen alternatives as too complex.
Most require the user to create and maintain
a log-on script for every user of every sys-
tem in every system.  In his view, that ap-
proach merely shifts the burden of password
management from the individual user and the
help desk to information technology.

  He finally hit on Imprivata of Boston,
Mass.  Its OneSign is essentially a network
device with built-in intelligence that learns
system log-on screens and generates appro-
priate scripts.

Laughlin was up and running with its
first 25 users in less than 30 days, after just
one small hiccup that was solved with a
Windows update.

 That was nine months ago.  By next
month, it expects to roll out to at least 500
users in three locations.  What’s the catch?
“There isn’t one.”

Actually, we can think of a minor one.
Imprivata is a venture-capital backed start-
up. Such firms come, go and get gobbled up.
But since OneSign is low-maintenance and
relatively inexpensive, we think that’s a pretty
minor risk.

These people also publicize their
price: $15,000 buys a system sufficient to
support 200 users; the vendor claims that
this includes full redundancy.

Old Custom Database To Be Retired
Misys Porting PatientOne to Cache

Misys Healthcare is migrating its
recently acquired computer-based patient
record product, Misys CPR, to run on
InterSystems Cache.

Currently, the Misys CPR system runs
on a one-of-a-kind database management
system that dates back to its early 1990s
origin as Health Data Sciences Ulticare.  The
product was renamed PatientOne by Per-Se
Technologies; Misys acquired it from Per-Se
about a year ago.

Misys is “very close” to beginning
beta testing on the new version and expects
to have it ready for general release in the
first half of 2005, said John Lauer, VP prod-
uct development.  Officials hope to gradually
migrate 54 Misys CPR clients to the new
version.  No timetable was given, but officials
acknowledge that their goal is to eventually
sunset the older product.

Good news/bad news for clients:
For clients, the change is probably

mixed news.  The vendor’s pitch for Cache is
that it  uses standardized access methods,
such as SQL, Java and .NET; the old HDS
database predates their invention and does
not.  It is also said to be better than other
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off-the-shelf DBMS at processing the irregu-
larities that are common with clinical data.
Finally, it is also easier for the vendor to
support Cache, which means faster turn-
around time on new releases.  “Our produc-
tivity goes up,” said Marie Bishop, senior VP,
clinical strategies.

But inevitably, there will be some
disruption.  The vendor promises to do what
it can to minimize the manpower burden of
getting a new system up and running, and
will provide a specially designed tool set to
help ease the migration.  Another promise:
there will be no sacrifice of features and
functions, Ms. Bishop said.

Misys is also migrating its clinical
laboratory clients from the Sunquest data-
base management system to Cache, and
says it will use some similar approaches
migrating from the HDS database. Most
have already migrated, Ms. Bishop said.
So what was does that mean, from a user
perspective?  We will seek out some former
Sunquest clients and ask.

 What about dollar costs?  To the
best of our knowledge, rights to the HDS
DBMS came with your license, but rights to
InterSystems Cache clearly will not.  Misys
is still mulling how it will handle costs.

 We asked InterSystems about the
pricing structure for Cache.  It is $205 for a
single-user version; pricing for multi-user
systems starts at $1,025.

Rules Can Be Dumb, But They Bite...
CIO Fined For HIS Vendor ‘Gifts’
In Traveling To Get Systems Info

In a decision that should caution CIOs
to check their own corporate policies and
federal/state/local laws, the New York State
Ethics Commission has sanctioned Nassau

Health Care Corp. Vice President and CIO
Christine Forman and six other top execs for
accepting what were deemed to be “gifts”
from hospital information system vendors in
violation of the state’s ethics law.

Accused of accepting $4,010.28 in
“gifts,” Ms. Forman settled with the commis-
sion for $4,369.72.  For the moment, she still
has her job.  But the events may have dam-
aged her career, and additional punishment
may be in store.  According to Ethics Com-
mission Spokesman Walter C. Ayers, the
incidents are under investigation by the State
Controller’s Office.

‘Junkets’ (?)...

What were the gifts?  Apparently,
trips to vendor headquarters to find out
about their information systems.  Cerner flew
Ms. Foreman to Kansas City, Mo., and
Siemens paid her air fare to Malvern, Pa.

Cerner also picked up at least one
meal tab for Ms. Forman--at Dunkin’ Donuts.

But it’s apparently Eclipsys that really
knows how to wow a female government IT
official...A couple meals at a place called
Mamma Sbarro’s Pizzeria, and ultimately,
NHCC and Eclipsys tied the knot for
SunriseXA in April, 2003.

In fact, Eclipsys spent quite a bit less
than either Cerner or Siemens – $403.02,
compared to $1,543.86 and $1,916.16,
respectively – but still won the deal.

Philips Medical and FujiFilm Medical
spent less than $100 each on Ms. Forman,
but probably weren’t vying for the same
contract.

According to Ethics Commission
documents, at the time, these vendors were
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vying to sell major information systems to
NHCC.  So it’s apparently illegal in New York
to have a vendor whisk you off to a lovely
garden spot like Kansas City to watch com-
puter screens flip and listen to Neal
Patterson yak about transforming
healthcare.  One of the meals Ms. Forman
accepted was pricy, a $99.37 tab at the
Blue Water Grill in New York City, but that
hardly seems worth the time of an ethics
commission.

The bottom line: rules are dumb, but...

Visiting a vendor to learn about it and
its products before committing your organi-
zation to spending millions of bucks seems
like sensible due diligence to us. Also, it’s a
good guess that an always-cash-strapped
state government will neither pay for such
trips or give you a raise to cover the cost of
going.  Good sense, then, would seem to
suggest that it should be all right for vendors
to pay the basic costs of such trips.

But to be on the safe side, before you
accept so much as a decaf latte from a
vendor, find out whether your local ethics
rules elevate ignorance to bliss, as they
seem to in New York.

Feds  Foresee Grants, Not New  IT
Laws, Rules...continued from page 1:

Here’s what else we’ve picked up
about the government’s plans from Thomp-
son and David Brailer, the Bush
Administration’s National Coordinator for
Healthcare IT:

From Tommy Thompson:

 • The Bush Administration does not
intend to push for additional legislation or
other mandates on health information tech-
nology, Secretary Thompson said in a recent

teleconference.  He called mandates “too
slow,” and “too confrontational.”

From Dr. Brailer:

• Most IT doesn’t save providers
money: Economic arguments for implemen-
tation of healthcare technology are often
neutral “at best” for providers, but frequently
positive for payers.  However, as system
uptake increases, prices may come down.
“If we go from 5% penetration to 25%,
systems will become less expensive.”

• CHINS are hard to do: Anyone who
tries to build a community health information
network (which seems to be part of what the
federal government envisions), faces “signifi-
cant technology barriers,” as well as “legal
nightmares” associated with securing corpo-
rate buy-in.   Dr. Brailer is founder and
former CEO of CareSciences Corp., the
original vendor partner in construction of
Santa Barbara Care Data Exchange Net-
work, a community-wide health information
network which is currently expected to go
into operation at the end of 2004.  Dr. Brailer
said he sees a clear need for “middleware”
that will allow better communication among
network players.

• Federal dole: Federal support will
probably be in one of three forms: grants,
purchase reimbursements, and “pay for
performance” incentives.   His view: “Some
combination of the three is probably right.”

• He likes e-prescribing and
telemedicine: There is “clear evidence”
supporting the cost-effectiveness of using e-
prescribing systems and for using
telemedicine to support intensive care.
There is moderate to strong evidence sup-
porting CPOE.

• He seems to be talking about MD
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practices, not hospitals: although Dr.
Brailer promises to “spread the benefits
broadly” in early presentations, his com-
ments were mostly about the need to sup-
port physician practice technology.  Facilitat-
ing effective computer use in MD practices
will help ease adoption in hospitals, he said.

Brailer Co. Shareholders Sued

National Health Information Technol-
ogy Coordinator David Brailer, MD, PhD, is
being sued in federal court as the former
CEO of CareScience, Inc.  The complaint is
a class action lawsuit, brought by eight law
firms on behalf of investors who allege that
CareScience knowingly misled investors in
its initial stock prospectus.  Former company
executives Ronald A. Paulis and Steven Bell
are also named in the suit.  CareScience is
the original development partner for the
Santa Barbara Care Data Exchange Net-
work, a national showcase for intra-organi-
zational sharing of patient medical data.

 Class action lawsuits by disappointed
shareholders are nothing new in healthcare
IT.  QuadraMed Corp. and Eclipsys Corp.
face similar lawsuits. One involving Cerner
Corp. just ended because the judge threw it
out of court.   However, Neal Patterson,
Lawrence English, and Harvey Wilson aren’t
public officials.  Dr. Brailer is, which raises
the possibility of the spectacle of a public
official being hit with stock fraud charges.

CareScience went public in June,
2000, saying the products CareLeader.com,
a physician decision support tool, and
CareSense.com, a consumer decision sup-
port tool, would be released in 2001.  In-
stead, the products were discontinued just
five months later, in November, 2000.

  In allegations for which few details
were provided, the shareholders allege that

company executives knew, but did not di-
vulge, that two key CareScience products,
both Internet-based, were “no longer eco-
nomically feasible” given “the environment for
Internet-based healthcare applications.”
That seems to mean that no one wants
Internet-based applications any more, an
argument which seems improbable.

 CareScience “strenuously” denies
wrongdoing.  Quoting from defense docu-
ments: “Defendants did not know, and in the
exercise of reasonable care could not have
known, of the alleged untruths or omissions.”

Dr. Brailer’s contract with
CareScience would have been up in Decem-
ber, 2003, but he left his $275,625-per-year
($342,745 with bonuses) position six months
early with a $295,000 severance package.

 Two months later, CareScience was
acquired by Quovadx, Inc. Quovadx  is under
investigation by the Securities and Exchange
Commission for some financial restatements,
and is facing shareholder suits of its own.
Quovadx took over development as the
California’s Healthcare Foundation’s develop-
ment partner for the Santa Barbara Care
Network.

Picis Patent Claim Threatens To
Spill Over to Several Major Vendors

Picis, Inc., the Massachusetts vendor
of perioperative and critical care information
systems, has filed a patent infringement
claim against Surgical Information Systems,
(SIS) Alpharetta, Ga., and Capsule
Technologie, Paris, France.

Picis alleges that a former employee,
Steven Forrester, worked on its technology
while at Picis, but left Picis in 1997 to form a
new company called Capsule Technologie.
For two years thereafter, Picis contracted
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with Capsule to continue development of
additional devices drivers for on the technol-
ogy.  Now, according to the Picis claim, the
product is being infringed on in a Capsule
product called DataCaptor.

 Capsule strongly denies the allega-
tion, saying DataCaptor is based on an
“innovative, mature and unique proprietary
architectural foundation.”  Capsule said the
suit is “wholly without merit” and will be
“vigorously defended” by Capsule.  A press
release posted on the SIS web site says
that Picis competitor SIS has agreed to
integrate Capsule’s DataCaptor in the SIS
perioperative information system.  SIS could
not be reached for comment.

The unusual step of publicly announc-
ing a lawsuit  is meant as a shot across the
bow to the “several” other vendors who
could face similar infringement claims as a
consequence of their relationships with
Capsule Technologie,  said Picis VP Tom
Leonard.  Mr. Leonard referred  us to the
Capsule website, http://www.capsuletech.
com/index.htm, which lists case studies,
testimonials, and press releases concerning
use of Capsule’s DataCaptor product by
Philips Medical, Epic Systems, Eclipsys
Corp., and DocuSys.  Eclipsys, for example,
embeds it in SunriseXA.

How might this claim affect hospital
clients?  Mr. Leonard backed away from the
question, but most vendor standard con-
tracts obligate the vendor to defend the
buyer in patent infringement cases.  Courts
tend to be mindful of the impact of their
patent dispute resolutions on end users.
Nonetheless, the outcome could be disrup-
tive to the vendors.

 A few specifics: Picis alleges that
DataCaptor infringes on a1993 patent for the
Picis connectivity engine, “Click n’ Link.”  The

engine works with a library of device drivers
to provide connectivity between disparate
medical devices and Picis’s core Caresuite
anesthesia, perioperative, and critical care
systems. Directly or indirectly, Click ‘n Link is
a factor in virtually all Picis sales, Mr.
Leonard said.

 A press release dated Feb. 22 and
posted on the SIS web site says that Picis
competitor SIS has agreed to integrate
Capsule’s DataCaptor in SIS perioperative
information system.  That seems to be the
basis for making SIS a defendant.

Crucial Change Makes Axolotl
More Appealing to MDs

An Inside Healthcare Computing Check-Up
 on a previously announced HIS deal

[According to  David Brailer, MD, PhD, national
coordinator of healthcare information technology,

some 50% of healthcare IT implementations fail.  That
seems higher than likely to us, but with that in mind,

we’re implementing a new feature: the Inside
Healthcare Computing Check-Up, in which we

follow up on previously announced sales.  Here’s the
Checkup on an Axolotl deal with Franciscan Health.]

In  January, 2002, Physician Health
Systems (PHS), a physician hospital organi-
zation affiliate of Franscian Heath Services
(FHS), licensed Axolotl Elysium for use by
some 650 affiliated physicians. It seemed
like a good bet: the plan was that Axolotl
would make MDs’ lives easier by providing
secure, Web-based results reporting be-
tween Franciscan Health System hospitals
and MD offices. Some 60 MDs had already
signed on independently.

The tool also seemed to make sense
operationally.  FHS is a best-of-breed shop
with 4-5 primary clinical systems vendors.
Several offer portal-based access for MDs,
but only for the applications that they sell,
explained David Kimberling, former director
of Physician Health System Network.  Axolotl
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claims to be able to connect to any HL7-
compliant system through the SeeBeyond e-
Gate interface engine.

But two years later, the project was
pretty much on dead center.  It had been
rolled out to about 100 MDs, but the rest sat
it out on the skeptical sidelines.

Right system, wrong payment model

The problem, according to Mr.
Kimberling, was cost.   PHS charged MDs
$40 per month for the service.  They couldn’t
see enough advantage in electronic trans-
mission over fax transmission, and wondered
why they should have to pay for a tradition-
ally free service.  He sums up their attitude:
“This is your issue, not ours.”

More that a year into the contract,
circumstances intervened.  Physician Health
Service disbanded and turned its Axolotl
contract over to Franciscan.  The hospital
concluded that the service was so valuable
to the hospital that it should be free to MDs.
The change was announced in April, 2004,
with great fanfare and outreach.

Momentum built.  Nowadays, 80-100
MDs are signing up in some months.  Ulti-
mately, 60-80% of all Franciscan’s MDs are
expected to sign up, Mr. Kimberling said.

  Mr. Kimberling calls the system
“functionally rich” and very usable for MDs.
Axolotl has added a few frills to make it even
more appealing.   For example, securely
sending a patient’s medical record informa-
tion to another MD for a referral is as easy
as sending it with MS Outlook, he said.  “In
fact, it is easier.”

 It may also be about to improve.
Currently, the patient data view provided to
FHS MDs via Axolotl is “more of a reposi-

tory” he said.  Version 7, in tests, “is closer
to an EHR (electronic health record),” Mr.
Kimberling said.

New Fingerprint Scanner Makes A
Difference at West Tennessee

Six-hospital West Tennessee
Healthcare (WTH) is booting out Identix
DFR-200s fingerprint scanning in favor of
Verifi fingerprint readers from Zvetco Bio-
metrics, said a spokesman for a third-party
vendor, Computer Consultants & Merchants,
Inc., Orlando, Fla.,

Computer Consultants & Merchants
licenses biometrically-driven single sign-on
software which integrates with both scanning
systems.  The difference is at least partly a
function of newer technology; Zvetco Verifi is
USB-connected, while the Identix readers
used optical technology on a parallel port.

To date, West Tennessee has imple-
mented 400 of the new devices.

Computer Consultants quotes WTH
CIO Jeff Frieling as saying that the new
operation is smoother, more effective, and
“dramatically” more secure.

Oracle Eyed Cerner, Lawson

Cerner and Lawson were among the
half-dozen companies Oracle was consider-
ing as acquisition candidates in the spring of
2003, according to documents recently
released by the Justice Department.

Orchard Comes Out With V6 LIS

Orchard Software, Carmel, Ind.,
announces its largest new release to date.
Version 6 of Harvest addresses 214 re-
quests for modifications, said Jeffrey Kain
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executive vice president, in a recent e-mail to
user groups.  Orchard lists seven categories
of enhancements.  At the head of the list:
improvements to the quality control module,
which require quality control to be approved
before patient results can be approved; and
enhanced support for qualitative and text-
based controls, the vendor said.

Amicas Signs A Dozen Deals

Amicas, Inc., the Boston, Mass.
vendor of picture archiving and communica-
tions systems, announced a dozen contracts
in the first quarter of 2004.  Amicas is wholly
owned by VitalWorks, Inc.  The 12 contracts
include five hospitals and hospital groups,
one “large” multi-specialty physician practice,
two “high volume” radiology groups, and four
imaging centers.

VA Staff: $472 Million Bay Pines
Mat. Mgt. System May Never Work

The prognosis for that $472 million
computer system at Bay Pines VA Medical
Center, St. Petersburg, Fla. (Inside
Healthcare Computing, 4/19/04), has moved
from bad to worse.

As previously reported, the system
was custom-built by vendors which are not
traditional HIS vendors, headed by
BearingPoint, a consulting and systems
integration firm with Washington connections.

The materials management part of
the system is blamed for many surgeries
canceled because equipment didn’t arrive in
operating rooms, delayed billings, and unreli-
able inventory.

Now, in a new report, the St. Peters-
burg Times newspaper is saying VA staff
think that the system may never work prop-
erly.  The $472 million price was supposed
to buy a full enterprise resource planning
(ERP) system for not only 178 VA hospitals,
but the entire agency.  About $249 million
had been spent by April, 2004. Bay Pines
was the only hospital that had the system,
and attempts to fix it were bleeding money
at a rate of $4 million per month.

The paper quotes from documents
prepared for a June 24 Congressional hear-
ing.  “Does CoreFLS work as it should for
VHA (Veteran’s Health Administration)? No.”
“Will it ever and if so, how much will it cost?
Unknown if it can ever work as the VHA
needs it to, or what the time frame and cost
might be to make it work.”

 The system has been in testing for
eight months.  The source of the
newspaper’s information may be a leak of an
upcoming interim assessment by the VA’s
Office of the Inspector General.

Upcoming: Jobs, Employment,
And Finding Key People

Don’t miss this special report on jobs and people
in health care IT:

• Learn what headhunters say are tnow
the hottest high-paying healthcare IT positions
(not CIO, by the way!)

• Learn where to look for your next job
• Learn where to find skilled tech staff.
• Learn how and where others find highly

competent, low-priced computing professionals
• We’ll even carry some ads for specific

new job openings.


